SEAMEN
"Six days shalt thou fly and on the seventh thou
shalt replenish, invariably fuel." However, before bemoaning our lot, wistfully quoting Bridges's
lovely poem, "Whither O splendid ship, thy white
sails crowding, leaning over the bosom of the
urgent west"-(They're at it again)-"it is perhaps encouraging to remember that before 1939
it was the usual practice for ships to enter harbour
to fuel; however, the advantages of refuelling
under way are obvious, the chief being mobility.
Few other exercises carried out by H.M. ships
require so much team work. The conning of the
ship is obviously of paramount importance and
the latitude for error very small. Due to the duration of Ark Royal's replenishments, a team of
experts relieve the captain and navigating officer.
They pass helm and engine orders to the wheelhouse. The Quartermaster on the wheel must be
very experienced and requires intense concentration. The engine orders passed to the E.R.A.s on the
throttles are very precise, requiring minute adjustments on the valves allowing the steam to the
turbines.

improperly handled can hurt. The forward fuelling
rig is manned by the Junior Seamen fresh from
their initial training ashore. The majority of them
are only 16 years old but they quickly learn the
ropes and become conversant with the heavy gear
under considerable strain. And so the oil for the
boilers and the paraffin for the aircraft comes
across ... slurp, slurp, slurp. Stokers in the bowels
of the ship, beyond most of our ken, sound the
tanks continually and work their valves. From the
top to the bottom, from the bridge to the double
bottoms, all are interested; even the aviators,
because it is all for their benefit.

. . . I F THEY LET GO?
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While the ship is kept in station the gear is
passed across. Speed and smartness are of the
greatest importance as in all seamanship. Wires

I showed this remarkable document to my guide
who, realizing I wasn't following him, had returned
to find me. I said: "It sounds as though seamen
enjoy this sort of thing." He snorted and said something which I didn't quite hear. I thought I should
change the subject. "Who organizes all this?'" I
asked innocently. Another snort. "Organize, huh,
organize!" I tried again: "Well, who's supposed to
organize then?" He pointed to a door by the side
of which was a notice saying Commander's Office. 1
knocked at the door and entered, I was promptly
told to "Get out"; however, I persevered and after
paying half a crown for a cup of coffee I was told
the following story.

SEAMEN
The office Boss, Treasurer of the Coffee Boat
Fund (Arko 0283 refers), Shop Steward and
general blast taker is the stalwart Lieutenant
Dillow. Under him is C.P.O. (Ting a) Ling, a
worthy relic of World War II who was brought in
from the Gunner's Empire in an endeavour to
instil into the office the same measure of discipline
that one would expect to find at Whale Island.
Among other duties he is required to man the
position between the door and the Boss's desk in
order that only those who really wish to go to the
top shall get past the threshold. Duty watches
(Arko 0202 refers), Patrols (Arko 0306 refers) and
sorting out all those seamen asking for a quiet
number (Arko 0100, yet to be produced) are prob-

ably his biggest headache. Notable successes in the
organization are the appointment of non-swimmers
as boat's crews (Arko 0271, para. 9) and the fact
that we no longer relieve men on Communal duty
(Arko 0210 refers)."
It was an odd language they spoke, punctuated
by the plaintive shrill cry of "Arko, Arko", which
appeared to be a variation on "Hear ye, hear ye!"
or "Oyez, Oyez!". At this point there was a loud
cry of "Mannersee Bote" or something and my guide
rushed away. I presume that was his name. Pity he
had to go because it was just becoming absorbing;
however, in his haste, he dropped some photographs
which illustrated seamen doing various jobs, which
I've used. I hope I've labelled them correctly.

LIFEBUOY SENTRY?

REG. STAFF ON A RUN ASHORE?

NAPLES

S

ee Naples and die" is one of those phrases which every schoolboy knows, though the majority
would be stumped if they were asked to name the source; however, rather like "Blotto washes
whiter", or "Beer is best", there is a compulsive quality about the statement which is worth many
a lire to the tourist trade. Since it is now fashionable to take a holiday in Italy, Ark Royal duly arrived in
the rather impressive-looking bay in the middle of the off-peak season at the close of 1961, intending to
enjoy a few days' well-earned rest. Rest is a quaint naval euphemism for getting up earlier than usual,
picking up a bag lunch, catching a bus while it is still a long way off dawn, bumping over miles of road to
visit a local beauty spot (local, that is, to somewhere a hundred miles from your starting point), denuding
the aforesaid beauty spot of at least a month's supply of liquor, then arriving back on board at some
absurdly late hour quite prepared to dispute with anybody that yours was the best run ever. On this occasion
a number of erstwhile peaceful spots were subjected to this treatment, notably Rome, Capri, Pompeii,
Sorrento, some hardy spirits even ventured upon the inhospitable pumice known as Vesuvius.
Naples itself probably took the greatest punishment but without any apparent ill-effects; it has a great
deal to offer to the visitor, and from the moment that he sets foot outside the imposing facade of the
Ocean Terminal, Naples makes certain that he is offered it. Tourist and Tout must be adjacent words in the
Italian dictionary and indeed, in practice, it is almost impossible to separate them; in nearly all foreign
ports one is subjected to the attentions of the more militant sections of the local populace, who vie with
each other in their determination to impress you with their anxiety to cater for your every need, but nowhere else are they quite so persistent as in Naples: here they constitute a breed of polyglot pachyderms unrecorded in any zoological book of reference-fascinating in their infinite variety of ages, from boys of
tender years to adult males long past their dotage, fascinating too in the subtlety of their approach - they
simply stand squarely in front of you and then hop steadily backwards as you advance, meanwhile sounding you out with a swiftly-shifting, bewildering razzle-dazzle of offers, tempting you with all manner of,
to them, fascinating wares, vanishing only at the sight of a member of the caribinieri. "Do you want to
buy a Parker 51 T' (Made in Japan), "Do you want to buy genuine watch?", "Do you want to change
some currency? Special rate!". In a whisper, "Do you want to buy some postcards?" So it goes on, "Do
you want to buy cameos?" Eventually you get rid of him but you are intrigued by the thought of cameos,
you remember vaguely that they are supposed to be rather good here.
Actually the finest cameos you can buy are made here in Naples, using shells from all over the world.
Made up into brooches, bracelets, pendants, necklaces, ear-rings, and rings, in white, black, delicate shades
of pink and brown, translucent and opaque, they are calculated to delight the heart of any wife or sweetheart who is the lucky recipient. Prices and quality vary, chiefly with the type of shell used and the skill of
the workman, but as with so much of jewellery it takes an expert to value a cameo. But if you bought one
it is unlikely that you will regret it.
The other good buys in Naples are Italian tooled leatherwork, straw hats, and last but not least, the Vino.
It may not have the body of beer or the stimulative power of scrumpy but when imbibed steadily it certainly
lets you know the morning after that you had a night before.
Taken altogether Napoli was Molto Bene.

NAPLES
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POMPEII
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ll the Chaplain's bus trips were good but almost certainly the most fascinating was the trip to
Pompeii, the luckless city overwhelmed by lava when Vesuvius belched, two thousand years ago.
At first sight it looks just like a collection of ruined buildings, blitzed perhaps; here is one place
where you must afford the luxury of a guide, for only through his skilled eyes will you be able to appreciate
to the full the marvels of this archaeological treasure-house. The high pavements, set eighteen inches or so
above the roadway to avoid the patrician gowns being splashed and spattered by the mud thrown up
by the passing chariots, with occasional stepping-stones to enable the pedestrians to cross the road in
safety. The impressive, soaring, fluted columns of the Forum, the hub of the town which must have hummed
and buzzed with life in its heyday. The tiered, back-breaking, benched vastness of the slumbering amphitheatre, redolent with its memories of pagan drama. The baker's shop; the house of the Vetii, an oasis of
quiet, still breathing through its cherubs and decorated walls the inevitability of the luxury and serenity
which those long-dead merchant brothers had attained; that other house-entered only if your guide had
the key - with its gloom-shrouded pictures confirming all the tales of orgy, debauch and vice which have
filtered through the mists of ages, but which shrink swiftly into a decent obscurity as you emerge blinking
i nto the hard autumn light of the present. Finally the museum, with its singed, contorted cadavers and
genuine 2,000-years-old Pusser's peas. Pompeii is history come to life or a step back into the past, a fascinating fragment of an empire which in its heyday had flung its boundaries to the very edges of the known
world. It is an awful reminder of humanity's inescapable fragility.

EXPED

R. E. M. GRIMES ON THE "ROCK"

xped or Expedition Training has become an
officially recognized form of training in all three
services. Usually it is run on a voluntary basis and
the ideas and the organization for any particular
trip are the sole responsibility of the persons making the trip.
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In the Ark this has meant that parties have been
able to explore the countries visited and learn the
secrets of their countryside while at the same time
they have demonstrated their own initiative and
enterprise to themselves and to others.
Singapore has been the best centre for Exped.
There, parties went out into the jungle, up the
rivers and estuaries by boat, and around the coast
by 72-ft. Motor Fishing Vessel. They visited rubber
plantations, Army units up-country in Malaya, and
went climbing in the hills around Kuala Lumpur.
In Mombasa a team of four did a tough climb
and succeeded in reaching the peak of Mount
Kilimanjaro (19,000 ft.). Others hired cars and
toured Kenya, camping each night. Some trekked
along the coast and set up camp on the golden
beaches at Silversands and Malindi.
Gibraltar and the countryside just across the
border in Spain had a lot to offer. R. E. M.
Grimes led many parties climbing on the Rock
itself, and the cork woods and mountainous areas
around Ronda in Spain proved excellent for trekking and camping.
About one thousand on board have been on
Exped and have made use of the tents, rucksacks
and other equipment generously provided by the
Nuffield Trust.

ARK ROYAL DEEP SEA SCOUTS
IN MANILA
hough it had been decreed that there would
be no expeditions while the ship was at
Manila, this did not deter the Rover Scout Troop.
The Rover Mate, E. M. Chaddock, visited the
World Boy Scout Association at Manila, where he
met the National Scout Director, Mr. Godfredo
Neric, and the District Commissioner, Mr. Arturo
de la Fuente. A call on the newly elected Mayor
followed, where signed neckerchiefs were presented for members of the ship's patrol. Later in
the day five members of the patrol were presented
to the Vice-President of the Philippines and the
day ended with a visit to the Congress.
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HOP TO HOBART

A

family relationship linked Ark Royal in
A Fremantle with Hobart, 3,000 miles away
in Tasmania. Tactical Communication Operator
N. Feek of Walton-on-Thames was invited by his
uncle, who had served thirty-two years in the
Royal Navy, to visit him in Tasmania. Feek flew
to Hobart where he was feted and made a guest
of honour at a dinner given for him at the Naval
Memorial House. Here he was shown an original
letter said to have been written by Lord Nelson
in 1798 to Lieutenant Lloyd Pascoe who was
Nelson's Flag Lieutenant at Trafalgar.

CHILDREN'S PARTIES

SINGAPORE

almost goes without saying that one of the
II thighlights
of any visit to a foreign port will be a
children's party, for sailors love children and children love sailors. The attraction is mutual and
there are never any difficulties, they make friends
with each other right away - and that's a good
start to any party.
Picture the morning of the party, in countless
children's Homes around the port, one can just
imagine how the adults are being harassed: "What
time is it?"; "Don't you think we ought to go?";

"Come on! Hurry up! We'll be late." Oddly
enough, faces will have been washed, almost without asking, clean clothes will have been wriggled
into, almost without argument, and finally they
will begin to arrive on the dockside. First, a
trickle - an hour before the start, then a flood half an hour before the start, then, when it seems
as though the ultimate limit of infant endurance
has been reached, the floodgates are loosed and
the tide of miniature humanity is allowed to pour
aboard.

CHILDREN'S PARTIES

MOMBASA

Be it Naples or Mombasa; Singapore, Fremantle, or Hong Kong, the pattern is similar,
transport by the quickest possible means to the
flight deck where the games have been laid on.
These must inevitably include rides on motorized
conveyances bearing a suspicious resemblance to
flight deck tractors, and aerial flights along the
high wire. It is incredible the universal appeal
which these simple amusements hold for children
of every race and colour, they pile on and hang on,
by tooth, toe, and nail to every slightest projection
until the driver is hidden under a swarming, heaving mass so that he takes on the appearance of
Gulliver submerged by the Lilliputians. Under
their combined exhortations to "get a move on"
(whatever the language, the meaning is unmistakable), he makes a slow, tortuous, and often precarious progression along the deck to the accompaniment of cheers, shouts, giggles, and screams,

handclapping and saluting, indicating quite clearly
that another bunch of customers is completely and
utterly satisfied. At the other end of the deck a
ruffianly looking collection of musicians (bearing
no resemblance whatsoever to the Royal Marines
Band) is engaged in making Pied Piper sounds to
a very respectful audience. In the middle of the
flight deck a sailor is regularly doused whenever
a youngster manages to hit a trip-board carrying
a pail of water, oddly enough the kids don't seem
to get much amusement from this, or do their grim
looks spring from the determined effort which
they are putting into their throwing.
Food always follows fairly swiftly on the heels
of the games, trifles, sandwiches, sausage rolls,
biscuits, sticky buns and lots of soft drinks, served
in the Main Dining Hall with countless willing
helpers in attendance. Finally, clutching their
present and balloon, if they haven't already burst
it, they are reluctantly shepherded off the ship and
it is doubtful who is more loth to see the party
break up, the guests or the hosts.
Suddenly they are all gone, the ship is quieter
and settles slowly back into routine after the
helter-skelter of the previous few hours. Busy
hours, but the happiness brought into the lives of
so many makes it all terribly worth while. And,
let's face it, we did enjoy it!

HONG KONG

FLIGHT DECK
GAMES

FREMANTLE

MALTA G.C.

"VIC" IN GRAND HARBOUR

M

alta to the sailor has a special meaning, it really divides East from West, far more so than Suez;
once past this rocky outcrop, that through the centuries has provided a stepping-stone from
Europe to Africa, there is no stopping until Aden is reached.
Malta is Marsaxllok and Grand Harbour, Valetta and Sliema, the Gut and the Phoenicia, time-tableless buses and dghaisas, carnival and squalor, ancient and modern, but above all to the fourth Ark Royals
it was Christmas 1961 - away from home. No need to elaborate. It was a time of triumph, for we had almost
reached the end of our initial work-up; nevertheless, a time of sadness, a time for nostalgia, for heartaches
that the P.M.O. couldn't cure.
Spirits were not downcast for long, messes were gaily decorated with streamers, balloons, and Christmas cards; the cooks turned to and excelled themselves so that no one could complain of an absence of
traditional fare; everybody toasted everybody else, Santa popped in and out and, in an atmosphere that
was mellowed and misty, the celebrations were voted the next best thing to being at home.

